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Reviewer's report:

The material is new and gives good ideas about how things can happen. This manuscript is important and should be published. I have a few ideas about content and structure:

Introduction

1) You give good reasons for why this is an important topic, and I agree. Specifics are short - therefore I was wondering if you could elaborate a little (or just restructure discussion) on GenerationPMTO, implementation, and why fidelity to the model is important.

Method

1) It is interesting how you measure effects of this course in many different ways. I have one question: Would it be important to include measures on students’ fidelity scores as they are conducting the groups? How did the work in the groups go? I’m guessing you have some information about those things that could be of relevance.

Results

1) Integration of qualitative and quantitative results is interesting for readers and gives good information about feasibility. Again, how would information about parent groups’ outcome (e.g., attendance and homework) and students’ fidelity scores as conducting the groups make results even richer?

Discussion

1) Your discussion is well structured. My thoughts are: a) How will long term implementation fidelity and support be monitored for this group? b) Group treatment
demands much from clinicians so I was wondering if that should be discussed and if a short individual process (has been shown to be successful in Norway) would be a training option in this setting. A description about what this pilot will lead to in terms of next steps would be useful.
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